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The most sophisticated of in-house counsel or executives 
can be thrown off-guard when federal agents knock on 
employees’ doors or a grand jury subpoena arrives. 
This article offers one former Assistant United States 
Attorney’s views on how to advise organizational clients 
to interact effectively with the authorities, while avoiding 
typical pitfalls, when a criminal matter first surfaces.  

For some corporations, in some highly regulated 
industries—securities and health care, for example—the 
path for responding to criminal inquiries is well worn.  
In others, such as banking and telecommunications, 
responding to criminal subpoenas and search warrants 
related to their customers is also a matter of routine.  In 
other sectors of the economy, companies have far less 
regular interaction with criminal authorities.  However, 
such companies can easily find themselves enmeshed 
in federal criminal investigations involving fraud, export 
controls, or environmental crimes, to name but a few 
areas.

This article is intended as a primer for counsel who may not 
be criminal law specialists, but who receive a frantic call 
from an organizational client who is also unfamiliar with 
the federal criminal law process when the client receives 
a grand jury subpoena or—much scarier—is faced with 
a search warrant of its premises.  After providing a brief 
overview of the basics of a federal white-collar criminal 
investigation, this article outlines three overarching goals 

for counsel in the early stages of a criminal inquiry.
Typical Framework for a Federal Criminal 
Investigation

Federal criminal charges follow one of two events: (1) a 
“reactive” arrest of someone who is caught in the act of 
breaking a federal law; or (2) following an investigation 
by a federal law enforcement agency, in conjunction 
with a prosecutor from one or more components of the 
Department of Justice.  In the vast majority of federal 
criminal cases that are likely to ensnare an organization—
the archetypical “white-collar” case—charges follow 
an investigation of some length.  Most federal criminal 
investigation are initiated within one or more federal law 
enforcement agencies, ranging from well-known entities 
like the Federal Bureau of Investigation or the U.S. Secret 
Service, to lesser-known ones such as the Department of 
Commerce Bureau of Industry and Security or a federal 
agency’s Office of Inspector General.1  The case may 
be initiated in a myriad of ways, including by referrals 
from civil regulatory agencies, in response to citizen 
complaints, or as a result of reporting by banks or other 
entities about suspicious financial activity.

When an investigation is in its infancy, federal agents may 
undertake their work without the involvement or guidance 
of a federal prosecutor—reviewing publicly available 
information, conducting surveillance, and interviewing 
witnesses.  Certain agencies also have the power to 
issue administrative subpoenas for information, though 

1  The expansive nature of federal criminal authority is well documented: there are now 
thousands of federal offenses on the books.  See, e.g., Gary Fields and John R. Emshwiller, “As 
Criminal Laws Proliferate, More Are Ensnared,” Wall Street Journal, July 23, 2011.   As of 2008, 
which the last time the Department of Justice conducted a census of federal law enforcement 
officers, there were more than 120,000 sworn federal law enforcement officers with criminal 
law enforcement authority, spread across 73 agencies.  See Brian J. Reaves, Federal Law 
Enforcement Officers, 2008, Bureau of Justice Statistics, June 2012, available at https://www.
bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/fleo08.pdf.
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this power is limited to certain types of cases.2

At some point in the investigation—and certainly before 
any criminal charges are brought—the agents will need 
to involve a federal prosecutor, most likely an Assistant 
United States Attorney (“AUSA”) in one of 93 offices 
across the country, but perhaps a Trial Attorney in one 
of the criminal enforcement components of Main Justice.  
The involvement of an attorney for the government is 
necessary to tap the subpoena power of a federal grand 
jury,3 to obtain tax return or other information from the 
IRS,4 or, as a practical matter, to obtain the issuance 
of any court-authorized process, especially search 
warrants.5

Grand jury subpoenas are the basic building blocks for 
any white-collar criminal inquiry.  Such subpoenas can be 
issued by AUSAs in the name of the grand jury, without 
any application or notice to a judge—or even to the grand 
jury itself—prior to its issuance.  No showing of probable 
cause is required.6  Subpoenas may of course be issued 
for testimony before the grand jury, but they are equally 
useful for commanding the production of records.  While 
there are certain categories of information that are not 
available to the government by issuance of a subpoena 
alone, grand jury subpoenas will give investigators access 
to much of the information they need in a criminal case, 
including most categories of business records, telephone 
toll records, and banking and other financial information.
Other forms of investigative process require that the 
government make an application to the court justifying 
their issuance.  The most common orders falling in this 
category are search warrants, which require a showing 
of probable cause to a judge that a crime has occurred, 
and that evidence of it will be found in the place to be 
searched.7  While subpoenas command compliance by 
the recipient to turn over certain information or provide 
testimony, search warrants typically authorize law 
enforcement officers to enter into particular physical 
spaces to search for evidence.8  A search warrant is also 
required to access certain types of records in the custody 
of third parties, for example, email or other files stored 
2  See, e.g., 21 U.S.C. § 876 (Controlled Substances Act cases) and 18 U.S.C. § 3486 
(certain health care fraud and other cases).

3  See generally Fed. R. Crim. P. 6.

4  See 26 U.S.C. 6103(i)(1) (providing for application to view confidential tax information, 
including tax returns, in federal criminal cases).

5  See generally Fed. R. Crim. P. 41.

6  See United States v. R. Enterprises, Inc., 498 U.S. 292, 297 (1991) (“[T]he Government 
cannot be required to justify the issuance of a grand jury subpoena by presenting evidence 
sufficient to establish probable cause because the very purpose of requesting the information 
is to ascertain whether probable cause exists.”). 

7  See Fed. R. Crim. P. 41.

8  A search warrant also allows executing agents to break down doors, force entry to 
containers, or even crack encrypted electronic protections to access information that is 
encompassed by the warrant.  See generally United States v. Ross, 456 U.S. 798, 820-21 
(1982) (“A lawful search of fixed premises generally extends to the entire area in which the 
object of the search may be found and is not limited by the possibility that separate acts of entry 
or opening may be required to complete the search.”).  

with an electronic communications provider.9  Other less 
common forms of court-authorized process in white-collar 
cases may include tracking warrants or even wiretap 
orders—which, though uncommonly used in white-collar 
cases, are not unheard of in that context.10

Most criminal inquiries operate with a high degree of 
secrecy.  Grand jury proceedings are secret, and search 
warrant applications and other investigative filings are 
typically sealed by the issuing court at the request of the 
prosecutor to avoid jeopardizing an ongoing investigation.  
At some point in the investigation, however, the case 
is likely to become known to an organization before 
charges are filed—if only because the organization or 
one of its employees is summoned to the grand jury, or 
perhaps when a search warrant is executed on company 
premises.

The latter scenario—federal agents showing up, warrant 
in hand, at a company’s office to seize documents 
and computers—is a problematic experience for any 
business.  Fortunately, it is the exception rather than the 
rule in white-collar cases.  Search warrants are fraught 
with risk for executing agents, and are time-consuming 
to apply for and require greater resources to execute as 
compared to obtaining information via subpoena. Thus, 
agents and prosecutors are likely to request searches of 
company premises where: 

• The government fears targets will destroy or refuse 
to turn over evidence over in response to subpoena;

• The government believes it is particularly important 
to have forensically sound images of hard drives, cell 
phones, or other electronic storage media—and not 
just authentic copies of business records; and/or

• The government wants to make a show of force, 
in which case a search warrant execution is often 
coordinated with early-morning interviews of 
employees at their homes.

Though the impact on a company is likely to be much 
greater in the case of a search warrant than in a subpoena, 
company counsel’s goals should be essentially the same 
in either situation—or even in a situation where a criminal 
probe comes to light through other channels: (1) establish 
contact with the prosecutor overseeing the case; (2) 
determine the role of the company in the government’s 
eyes; and (3) avoid conduct that is or could be construed 
as obstructive.  

9  See 18 U.S.C. § 2703.  Such warrants are typically served on providers who turn over 
records as they would in response to a subpoena.

10  See 18 U.S.C. § 2516 (listing a large number of offenses that may be targeted using 
wiretap orders, including bribery and antitrust crimes).
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Goal One: Establish Contact with Government 
Counsel

Whether served with a subpoena, or faced with the 
execution of a warrant, it is critically important to establish 
a direct line to the AUSA or other government lawyer 
overseeing the case as soon as possible—just as one 
would want to establish contact with opposing counsel 
when served with process in a civil matter.

Counsel should avoid the urge to negotiate or argue with 
law enforcement agents who come bearing process.  
There are two reasons for this.  First, as discussed in 
further detail below, it is critically important to avoid giving 
the appearance that your client is obstructing an inquiry 
or interfering with the collection of evidence.  Federal 
agents, while typically well-trained to gather evidence, 
are likely to take umbrage at a lawyer or other company 
representative who questions the scope of a subpoena or 
search, and may react poorly to the perception that his or 
her authority is in doubt.  Second, the agent is likely to be 
simply the messenger—albeit one who should be treated 
at all times with courtesy—and is thus not likely have 
the authority or willingness to negotiate modifications 
to a subpoena, or receive objections to the scope of a 
search warrant.  The AUSA, a fellow lawyer who is likely 
to be more accustomed to the give-and-take inherent in 
an adversarial legal system, is the proper place to direct 
your concerns about a subpoena or warrant.

If possible, your first contact with the government’s 
counsel should be by telephone.  (Typically, a subpoena 
will list the contact information for the AUSA requesting 
it; if the government counsel’s name and contact 
information are not apparent, then a call to the U.S. 
Attorney’s Office should allow you to establish contact 
with the right lawyer.)  Too often as an AUSA, I saw 
lawyers experienced with civil practice spend their 
clients’ money writing a detailed letter objecting to the 
response window or scope of a subpoena, when their 
concerns about the subpoena could have been resolved 
with a short phone call.  That first phone call is also an 
opportunity to let the government know that your client 
is represented by counsel, and to establish yourself 
as the channel for any future requests for information 
(including, where permitted by the applicable Rule of 
Professional Conduct, for any requests to interview your 
client’s employees).  Additionally, an initial phone call is 
an opportunity to discover basic information about the 
government’s inquiry that is not apparent from the face of 
the subpoena or warrant, including—most importantly—
to find out the company’s role in the investigation.

Goal Two: Find out the Company’s Role in the 
Investigation

In your initial contacts with the AUSA, your overarching 
goal should be to determine the government’s view of 
your client in the investigation.  That is, you should ask 
if your client is a target of the investigation, merely a 
repository for information that the government believes is 
relevant, or something in between?11  

Even in situations where a search warrant is executed 
at its offices, the company may not be the target or even 
the subject of the inquiry.  Assurances from government 
counsel that, for example, the target of the investigation 
is a single employee who happens to have used the 
company’s computers for illegal activity unrelated to his 
job, or that the government is seeking records about a 
single client who happens to have transacted business 
with the company, will likely ease the decision about 
whether or not to cooperate with the government’s 
inquiry, or whether it is necessary to involve experienced 
criminal defense counsel in the matter.   On the other 
hand, indications from the AUSA that the company or key 
personnel are suspected of wrongdoing in the conduct of 
its business may indicate that a more robust response is 
necessary.

Goal Three: Avoid Setting Up an Argument That Your 
Client or Its Employees Obstructed Justice.

We have all heard the adage that “it’s not the crime, it’s 
the cover-up.”  Nowhere is this truer than in the white-
collar criminal context.  Indeed, federal prosecutors 
have not hesitated to charge targets with making a false 
statement to investigators or obstructing justice even in 
matters where a person is never formally accused of an 
underlying offense.  (Martha Stewart is perhaps the most 
famous such case, but more recent examples can be seen 
in the Special Counsel’s probe of Russian interference in 
the 2016 election.)  Additionally, obstructive conduct can 
become evidence of consciousness of guilt if someone is 
later prosecuted for a substantive crime.12  If an agent’s 
or prosecutor’s view of a case is colored early on in the 
matter by conduct that looks obstructive, the government 
may be less willing to give the company or its employees 
the benefit of the doubt in making charging decisions.

How, then, do you avoid the appearance that the company 
is obstructing justice?

11  See Justice Manual 9-11.151.  “A ‘target’ is a person as to whom the prosecutor or the 
grand jury has substantial evidence linking him or her to the commission of a crime and who, in 
the judgment of the prosecutor, is a putative defendant.”  Id.  “A ‘subject’ of an investigation is a 
person whose conduct is within the scope of the grand jury’s investigation.”  Id.  A “witness” is 
anybody else not falling in the previous two categories.

12  See, e.g., United States v. Begay, 567 F.3d 540, 552 (9th Cir.2009)  (finding evidence 
that defendant intimidated two government witnesses was admissible to show consciousness 
of guilt)
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• If the company is served with a search warrant, make 
sure that employees do not attempt to “bar the door” 
or become argumentative with searching agents.  
Instead, employees faced with a warrant should be 
advised to: (1) request to see identification and to 
be given business cards for the executing agents; 
(2) request to see a copy of the warrant; and (3) 
comply with the instructions of the executing agents 
to access areas or materials called for in the warrant.  
If the company or its employees believe that agents 
have exceeded the scope of their authority, those 
concerns should be communicated through counsel 
to the AUSA overseeing the case.  If necessary, 
defense counsel can move for the return of property 
that is improperly seized, items that are necessary for 
the company’s ongoing operations, or for a protective 
order to avoid giving agents and prosecutors access 
to the company’s privileged information.13

• Where a warrant is executed and/or agents seek 
to interview employees at their homes or offices, 
employees should be informed that while they have 
no obligation to volunteer information to federal 
investigators, if they choose to submit to an interview 
the company expects them to be completely truthful.  
Employees may also be advised that if they wish 
to have counsel present when interviewed, the 
company will provide a lawyer.

• Sometimes, when the nature of a government inquiry 
becomes known, well-meaning employees may 
gather to put together a timeline of past events, or a 
crisis response plan.  If such discussions occur, it is 

13  See Fed. R. Crim. P. 41(g).

imperative that counsel for the organization lead and 
direct them.  Without the presence and involvement 
of counsel, it will be difficult to shield such discussions 
under the attorney-client privilege.  Worse, if the 
government believes that the past conduct of certain 
employees is criminal, then meetings or discussions 
between those employees about the substance of 
the case after the investigation has become known 
to them may be cast as attempts to obstruct justice 
by “getting their story straight.”

• As you would in any other litigation matter, you 
should instruct an organizational client to issue notice 
to employees to preserve documents and other 
evidence that may be relevant to the government’s 
inquiry.  Your initial call with the AUSA is a good 
opportunity to let the government know that your 
client will be issuing a litigation hold; it may even 
be prudent to obtain the government’s input as to 
the scope of that hold—both to show a cooperative 
posture and to head off later claims that evidence 
was lost due to the company’s failure to preserve it.

Conclusion

Responding to a criminal inquiry can be particularly 
fraught with anxiety for organizational clients, and with 
good reason.  However, responding calmly with the 
goals outlined above can set up the company to resolve 
the matter on favorable terms and with a minimum of 
disruption to its operations.
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